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Introduction 

At Brandeis, many of our decisions regard
ing retrospective conversion of our Hebraica 
catalog to machine-readable form were 
made in the highly charged atmosphere of 
library-wide automation. In the Fall of 1984, 
about 350,000 bibliographic records, or 
close to 90% of our general collection, were 
already online when the circulation module 
of our local GEAC integrated system came 
up. The bibliographic system, the online 
catalog, and the acquisitions system fol
lowed the circulation system in December 
(1984), April (1985), and July (1985) respec
tively. Our totally integrated library system, 
Library Online User Information System, 
known affectionately as LOUIS-remem
ber: we are named for Justice Brandeis
was a reality. 

That is, it was a reality for some. While Bran
deis' general catalogers were using OCLC 
and GEAC for bibliographic entry, manual 
production of cards was still the rule for the 
Hebraica section. Moving from there to an 
online environment seemed a distant 
dream. 

This brief presentation concentrates on how 
we moved to cataloging Hebraica online 
and on the decisions that had to be made 
and that we are making along the way. A 
brief "show-and-tell" i.e., a description of 
what-are-we-really-doing-now, follows. 

Standards 

Before seeking financial support for the 
project, we decided upon our basic biblio
graphic standard: we wanted to preserve the 
Hebraic vernacular script in our on line rec
ord; anything less would not have served 
our constituency of users. Brandeis there
fore joined the Research Libraries Group 
as a special member to utilize the expected 
Hebraic capability. Credit must be given to 
the Research Libraries Information Network 
for working on the intricacies of this soft-

. ware program, now (June 1987) in its very 
last stages of development; the Hebraic 
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capability is scheduled to be installed in 
production at the end of this year. Brandeis, 
the Library of Congress, and the New York 
Public Library will be the first group to use 
this new system. 

Our on line cataloging standards are identi
cal to those applied in our manual proce
dures: AACR2 and Library of Congress 
Subject Headings. For retrospective conver
sion, we use the guidelines established by 
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) 
and the Research Libraries Group (RLG). 
For romanization, we follow the Library of 
Congress Hebraic romanization tables. 

The application of these national standards 
to our local GEAC system was essential. 
The general retrospective conversion proj
ect at Brandeis on OCLC also prepared us 
for the Hebraic on line project on RUN. I was 
in charge of "the remainders of retro;' that 
is, of the general retrospective conversion 
project, after the GEAC syst~m came up. 
This sharpened my senses to the require
ments and needs of a retro project and es
pecially to its relationship to our local on
line system. Our ultimate goal for the 
Hebraic retrospective conversion project is 
to load the RUN records containing Hebrew 
script into our local GEAC system in order 
to create a local online system which will 
meet the needs of users of both the general 
and Hebraic collections. 

Our GEAC integrated online system de
mands consistency among library func
tions, i.e., circulation, online catalog, and 
bibliographic functions, and we in Hebraica 
had to be aware of this. In fact, we have 
been using the GEAC automated circula
tion system since its beginnings. General 
library policy has demanded that each cir
culating item be barcoded and recorded in 
the circulation database. Since GEAC cir
culation began, approximately 7500 He
braic volumes out of a total of about 40,000 
Hebraic volumes in the Brandeis collection 
have circulated and, consequently, are al
ready represented in our circulation 
system-but only in a brief romanized form. 
In other words, an author/title/call number 
record has been put into the GEAC circula
tion system for any circulating item which 
was not in the Brandeis main database, in
cluding Hebrew materials. We want our 
fully-tagged MARC records from RUN to re-
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place these brief GEAC circulation records 
eventually. 

Finance 

No retrospective conversion project can be 
accomplished in a timely fashion without 
proper funding. In addition to national and 
local cataloging and systems standards, fi
nance is the major hurdle to overcome at 
the beginning of a project which requires 
such a significant investment of time, hard
ware, and staffing. The generosity of the 
Pew Memorial Trust is making this possi
ble at Brandeis. Its grant will aid not only 
the Hebraica project on RLIN, but also the 
authority project for our on line catalog, cur
rently being worked on with UTLAS, a 
Toronto-based utility. We expect that this au
thority project will support our long-range 
goal of an integrated online system for He
braic records. 

The Current Project 

This, then, is the general outline of what ex
isted at Brandeis in August 1986 when we 
purchased our two IBM-AT terminals with 
an RLIN emulator program. Basically, we 
were using the GEAC circulation system 
and manually producing and processing 
cards. At this juncture, our Hebraica 
retrospective conversion project had not 
been formally presented to, or approved of, 
by RLG. It became clear, very soon, how
ever, that forces beyond our control would 
prevent us from seeing Hebrew online dur
ing 1986. 

Nonetheless, bound to a time-limited grant, 
we were anxious to make use of our hard
ware and our staffing, and especially to gain 
as much experience as we could on RLIN 
even before the Hebrew capability became 
available. We therefore decided to use as 
much romanized copy as we could find in 
the RLIN database and to hold the Hebraic 
data for later input and upgrading of the rec
ord to fullest roman and non-roman stan
dards. 

The advantages were clear: we would stop 
typing cards; we would be inputting the 
romanized portions of the parallel fields; we 
would gain valuable experience in tagging, 
input, and online cataloging; we would be 
adding the Hebrew data to fully-tagged 
records shortly after the vernacular became 
available, providing us very quickly with a 
significant number of fully tagged vernacu
lar records. Because Brandeis was work
ing in an online atmosphere, the decision 
to stop typing cards was easier to make than 
in non-automated libraries. Our card cata
log is already slated to be removed at some 
not-too-distant date; it is hard to imagine that 
any library could long maintain two systems. 

Temporary Collection 

How would we begin the conversion pro
cess? First, we decided not to start retro
spective conversion in the conventional 
fashion, i.e., primarily using the shelflist for 
searching and input. At the time the proj
ect began, we did not expect to get too many 
"hits" for catalog copy. Instead, we are now 
converting our temporary cataloged collec
tion, which consists of about 3000 titles. 
This collection represents imprints from 
1981 to 1987, many of which we correctly 
suspected would be online in romanized 
form. This 'Temp' collection, as we call it, 
is arranged by number of receipt, with an 
author slip filed into our main catalog, and 
a title slip filed by Hebraic vernacular title 

• in our Hebraic title catalog. 

In searching the RLIN database, we are 
finding usable copy for approximately 30 to 
40 percent of the titles. Princeton, Michigan, 
and Cornell are, to date, the primary con
tributors, in addition to the Library of Con
gress. The most frequent editing done on 
non-LC records is correcting the romaniza
tion, changing call numbers, editing sub
ject headings to reflect local practice, and 
adding additional subject fields. All author
ity work is done online or, if not found, 
through our local Hebraica authority card 
file. Unless we find a variant LC Name Au
thority File record online, we maintain the 
entry that we have already established. 

In order to have the Hebraic data readily 
available for eventual input on RLIN, we 
photocopy the Hebrew title page and any 
publishing or series data that we will need. 
Our intention is to provide parallel 
romanized and vernacular fields not only for 
the mandatory "core fields" in the body of 
the descriptive entry (title, 245; edition, 250; 
imprint, 260; and series, 4xx), but also for 
main and name added entries (fields 100 
and 700). [We have not yet made a decision 
on adding parallel vernacular fields to cor
porate, conference, or uniform title head
ings]. The inclusion of these additional ac
cess points supports the basic theory that 
vernacular author searches are a valuable 
retrieval strategy for Hebraic records. Even
tually, we hope to be able to achieve author
ity control for the vernacular headings. 
Other groups, such as the RLG East Asian 
Cataloging Subcommittee, are also very in
terested in this concept. 

The titles from our 'Temp' collection for 
which no contributed copy is found will be 
entered into the RLIN database at base level 
(minimal level) cataloging standard, that is 
author, title, publisher, and physical descrip
tion in addition to all the fixed fields. We will 
also use a special RUN fixed field to request 
notification should a more complete record 
be loaded into the RUN database. Just as 

in the case of books for which online copy 
is found, we keep all vernacular Hebraic 
data for input when the Hebraic capability 
is available. 

Barcodes 

Finding on line copy and maintaining the He
braic data are two aspects of what we are 
doing in converting our temporary cata
loged collection to online records. There is 
a third part-and that is including the bar
code in the online record. As mentioned 
above, our automated circulation system re
quires that each item be barcoded, includ
ing Hebraica. We include the barcode in our 
on.line MARC record by wanding in the bar
code right at the RLIN terminal [using the 
CAERE Corp. bar code scanner]. Our RUN 
profile conveniently allows us to have the 
barcode printed out on the shelflist card. 

The use of barcodes has generated addi
tional local system concerns in this 
retrospective conversion project. To prepare 
for the local system matching of our records, 
we have now begun to correct input errors 
on Hebraic brief records in our GEAC cir
culation system. As you may be aware, an 
integrated system demands exact identifi
cation of records in transferring from one 

. module (bibliographic) to another (circula
tion). We have found that certain types of 
errors on the circulation record will prevent 
the full record from replacing the brief. This 
is particularly true for multi-volume sets, 
where not all volumes were entered into cir
culation at the same time. To avoid future 
problems, and reams of error printouts, we 
are trying to deal with this now by correct
ing the brief Hebraic circulation records
before the full records are loaded from 
RUN. 

The following are the various parts of our 
project described so far: 

- using romanized data found in the RUN 
database; 

-saving Hebraic bibliographic data for later 
input; 

-processing our 'Temp' collection of 
1981-1987 imprints (ca. 3000 titles); 

-barcoding each item and incorporating 
that information into our online record 
and our shelflist card; 

- correcting input errors found on our 'brief' 
GEAC circulation records for Hebraica 
[once again, about 7500 records] in prep
aration for downloading our RUN tapes 
into our local GEAC system. 

This has been the beginning. To arrive at 
this point, we had to carefully analyze our 
cataloging workflow in order to effect a 
smooth change from manually typing cards 
to producing online records. Our staff 
worked on a detailed flow-chart for catalog-
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ing and authority control and, after numer
ous meetings, we revised, deleted, and 
changed many cataloging procedures. Our 
procedures continue to change as we learn 
more about the RUN system, its potential, 
and its effects on our staff. We have tried 
to address the general issue of the effects 
of automation on staff by involving our staff 
in decision-making, a lesson we first learned 
when the GEAC system was installed. 

Because of our familiarity with OCLC and 
GEAC, the change from manual card pro
duction has not been traumatic [for exam
ple, no one has missed filing cards], and 
now, barely three months after intensive 
RUN training, we are using the RUN sys
tem with more and more confidence. 

Future Plans 

After completing the retrospective conver
sion of our temporary collection, we expect 
to continue retro using shelflist cards. Be
cause we are aware of RLG's request to load 
the romanized tapes from the Harvard Col
lege Library into the RUN database, we 
hope to have access to those records as 
well. We expect that the Hebraic capability 
will be available at that time and that we will 
be adding the Hebraic script not only to the 
records we cataloged this summer [from our 
'Temp' collection] but also to the records 

which we will find on line as we work through 
the shelflist. 

As noted earlier, Brandeis has a total of ap
proximately 40,000 Hebraic volumes. At the 
time of retro, we will include a barcode for 
each volume in our record on the RUN sys
tem for eventual downloading into our lo
cal system. Therefore, another aspect of our 
project is barcoding the Hebrew volumes 
which have not yet gone through this pro
cess. As of June 1, only the 7500 Hebraic 
records that had circulated had barcodes. 
We have been using duplicate barcodes, 
one on the volume itself and one in a card 
file of barcodes in LC call number order. 
Since June 1, an additional 8000 Hebraic 
volumes have been barcoded. We fully ex
pect to complete this part of our project by 
the end of the summer. 

These then are two additional aspects of our 
complete project: 

-barcoding all the volumes in the Hebraica 
collection, and 

- planning for the use of Harvard's ro
manized tapes when we begin to retro
spectively convert Hebraica materials 
using our shelflist. 

GEAC and RLIN 

As mentioned earlier, our ultimate goal is 

to integrate our soon-to-be vernacular/ro
man Hebraica records into our GEAC sys
tem. Without proper programming, no lo
cal system can even store the Hebraic 
vernacular, let alone display, retrieve, and 
edit vernacular records. We are now in the 
process of writing a Request For Proposal 
describing our needs for a local system to 
integrate non-roman records. Charles Cut
ter, Judaica Librarian, Hedy Haas, Head of 
the Cataloging section, and I have been 
working with our Systems Librarian, Ivy An
derson and now have a draft document 
ready. We expect to have a final version to 
present to GEAC in the very near future. 

Finally, we have examined a prototype of the 
RUN Hebraic system and have found it very 
easy to use. Because the direction of the 
fields can be either left-to-right or right-to
left, we were able to input Hebrew with ease. 
While Brandeis, LC, and NYPL will be the 
first to use this new system, we know that 
the Research Libraries Group will sched
ule others for training soon afterward based 
on availability of time. Let me invite you all 
to join us in creating this unique database 
of Hebraic vernacular records. 

Rosalie E. Katchen is Hebraica Librarian at 
Brandeis University Libraries in Waltham, 
Massachusetts. 

THE ULTIMATE AMERICAN JEWISH LIBRARY 

We have for sale the finest collection of American Jewish books and pamphlets in 
private hands. Numbering nearly 1,100 items, this most important holding mirrors the 
Jewish experience in America from 1722 to 1922. In addition to many significant books 
and pamphlets, there is also a small selection of autograph letters and manuscripts, 
broadsides, a fabulous print of Rodef Sholom (Phila., 1870), and an important oil painting 
of a Rabbi by William Auerbach Levy. 

Some have called this monumental collection the "ultimate American Jewish Library;' 
not only because of its size, but also since it tracks so many different areas of Ameri
can Judaism through such a long period. 

Whoever buys this great library will own both a wonderful rare book collection and 
a reference section on American Judaica which can never be duplicated. A short-title 
illustrated catalogue is available for $25.00. The collection is for sale as a complete 
library only. Write to: 

Bruce Gimelson 
305 East 24th St., NY, NY 10010 
or call (212)889-4273 
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